
Suggestion: 

Means of  Discernment of  Probable Outcomes 

When knowingly probable cause is established *so judging provable guilt before as by presumption 

of  innocence* by item or ‘nome’ of  a causal relation; it is immediately acknowledgeable of  ‘fixation’ 

of  item and means to describe by outward means that of  intrusion by way of  interior and 1st initial 

knowledge of  wares; whether they be descriptive or vague; once a point like relation of  reality is 

known; for it is true that from out of  by which of  outward relations but one interior relation exists. 

To Judge: 

The circumflexual surrounding circular enumerable ideal relations back by one once around an open 

relation reduce to the casting of  innocence of  interior circular ideal relation of  separable union of  

point like ideal relations; as in a chain of  deduction reduced from induction; with exception only 

unto one separable ideal union of  interior versus exterior; hence knowability of  knowns of  given 

innocence and guilt; that of  difference of  displacement; and that of  open free interior relation. 

Example: 

Without that of  breaking and entering upon the usual four corners of  warrant by monitoring or 

transference there is that of  pre-existence; back through knowables; by expiry of  relation; so as to 

take pause of  ping like relation through internet; and separably that of  a physical relationship; that 

of  the knowability of  the difference of  material and immaterial for once under a given displacement; 

then known to be of  ‘two’ for any further-ly reduced relation of  ideals of  objects of  one and other. 

Example Two: 

Imaging a bicycle tire atomic bomb that under defusal is designed in a similar pattern as like a pea-

cocks tail there is that of  always aprediction before prediction; hence the possibility and guarantee 

meeting but once upon disconnection in-this-sense of  ‘interior’ ground; hence defusal by cutting the 

lower; bottom; right; ‘rite’ wire; before the return repeats; cycles; or can self  terminate; under all 

conditions knowable; for that of  either does not exist; and a wire remains to indicate under each.


